Abstract: It is a common phenomenon that when speaking of a magnetic drop from a copper pipe, we often ignore to study it carefully, just thinking that is too simple. In this paper, we try to establish a simplified model to represent the regular moving pattern of the magnetic body according to the law of electromagnetic induction, Ohm's law and Ampere's law. In the process, we find some elements affecting its movement, including magnetic field intensity, metal pipe's geometric size and its resistivity. Also, we find an interesting conclusion that the magnetic force exists a maximum. And it is an identified value determined by magnetic field intensity.
Introduction
It is a common scene about a magnetic body falling in a copper pipe [1] , which our teacher often showed us to introduce electromagnetic induction. Whereas they did not interpret how it is effected. Actually, if we study it carefully, we would find they are not a simple case just as we have thought. First, we reaffirm the fact that you will find the magnetic body drop slower when you put it in a copper pipe compared with its drop freely. Then we explain something about the magnetic field distribution of the small body. And the magnetic field distribution can be presented as the figure followed. [2] induction line [3] 2 Model building
Assumptions
To make our analysis easier to understand, we do some assumptions in the model, and they are listed as followed.
(1) In this paper, aiming to deal with the model, we just take one end face of a small magnetic body into consideration when calculating the magnetic interact force.
(2) We ignore the magnetic flux leakage phenomenon when calculating the magnetic force.
In the model we ignore air resistance in the process of falling.
Section 1: The introduction of the experimental device
In the experimental device, a small magnetic body is falling from a metal pipe (usually a copper pipe), whose diameter is slightly larger than the magnetic body. And this can be represented as the figure followed. When the small magnetic body's one end side coincides with the pipe, we drop it freely and start to time. And this time is the original time in our model. In our model, we regard that the copper pipe is consisted of a series of coils and each of them is connected one by one to get a simplified model. Here we think that each coil's cross-sectional area is a unit area, and each coil's equivalent diameter is the average of inner and outer diameters, which In the vertical direction, we established its moving equations of motion according to Newton's Laws of Motion. While dropping it freely, it is affected by both the force of gravity and induced electric field force. In the vertical direction, we have Perform integration of (7) and its solution is 
Further questions needed to be studied
In our simplified model we just think one side's change of magnetic flux. What should be added if we consider both end sides in the process of falling?
What's the influence of wall thickness of pipe? In this paper we take their arithmetic average in the disposing of equivalent diameter, but would it better by using their logarithm average [4] ? And in the disposition of equivalent resistance we just think its cross-sectional area is a unit area, but should the area be related to the thickness of the pipe? And in the Calculus disposing process we get that the unit area is same with different pipe's thickness. Maybe it's amazing of Calculus[5].
Summary
In our simplified model we successfully get the equation of speed and acceleration of the small magnetic body when it is falling in the pipe, and we can find that there are many elements affecting the moving quality of the magnet, including the geometric dimensions 1 r , 2 r , the thickness and resistivity of the metal pipe. Among them we find that the geometric dimensions have huge importance on the moving. Here we need to indicate further discussion on the equation (5), . Though this also changes with time, it exists a series of theoretical maximum.
